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Monitoring Understanding
Comprehension is “making meaning” of texts. Texts, for the purpose of this document,
include printed, visual, auditory, digital and multi-media texts.
Students find it difficult to comprehend or make meaning when they lack:
 A repertoire of comprehension strategies
 Background knowledge of the content
 Knowledge of the structures and features of the text
 A purpose for engaging with the text
Monitoring understanding is at the heart of all the comprehension strategies. If we do not
ensure we understand what we are reading then there is no comprehension of texts and
reading becomes a technical exercise.
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How to make the ‘implicit’ ‘explicit’- Think aloud approaches

The key to successful implementation of the reading strategies is utilising the
Gradual Release of Responsibility Model.
Monitoring for Understanding relies on teachers sharing ‘what is in their head’ with their
students. Think alouds allow this thinking to emerge and be shared. It begins with
modelling and gradually allows students to consider their own thinking. Some prompts for
this thinking are:

•

So far, I've learned...

• This made me think of...
• That didn't make sense.
• I think ___ will happen next.
• I reread that part because...
• I was confused by...
• I think the most important part was...
• That is interesting because...
• I wonder why...
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I just thought of…
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http://www.thinkport.org/career/strategies/reading/monitor.tp

1. Monitoring comprehension
Students who are good at monitoring their comprehension know when they understand what they read
and when they do not. They have strategies to "fix" problems in their understanding as the problems arise.
Research shows that instruction, even in the early grades, can help students become better at monitoring
their comprehension.
Comprehension monitoring instruction teaches students to:


Be aware of what they do understand



Identify what they do not understand



Use appropriate strategies to resolve problems in comprehension

2. Metacognition
Metacognition can be defined as "thinking about thinking." Good readers use metacognitive strategies to
think about and have control over their reading. Before reading, they might clarify their purpose for
reading and preview the text. During reading, they might monitor their understanding, adjusting their
reading speed to fit the difficulty of the text and "fixing" any comprehension problems they have. After
reading, they check their understanding of what they read.
Students may use several comprehension monitoring strategies:


Identify where the difficulty occurs

"I don't understand the second paragraph on page 76."


Identify what the difficulty is

"I don't get what the author means when she says, 'Arriving in America was a milestone in my
grandmother's life.'"


Restate the difficult sentence or passage in their own words

"Oh, so the author means that coming to America was a very important event in her grandmother's life."


Look back through the text

"The author talked about Mr. McBride in Chapter 2, but I don't remember much about him. Maybe if I
reread that chapter, I can figure out why he's acting this way now."
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Look forward in the text for information that might help them to resolve the difficulty

"The text says, 'The groundwater may form a stream or pond or create a wetland. People can also bring
groundwater to the surface.' Hmm, I don't understand how people can do that… Oh, the next section is
called 'Wells.' I'll read this section to see if it tells how they do it."
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Introduce: Comprehension Strategy: Comprehension Monitoring
Lesson Type: Introduce
Grade: K, 1, 2, 3
Group Size: Whole class or small group
Length: 30+ minutes
What to Do:
Teacher will model (“think aloud”) with a group of students using a book to demonstrate how students
monitor their own comprehension.

Materials needed:
appropriate leveled text
Fix-Up Strategy T-Chart
Comprehension Monitoring Bookmark
Objective/Purpose of the lesson
To teach students how to become aware of their own understanding during reading
To teach students to monitor their comprehension and to stop and think about their reading and
know what to do when they don’t understand
To use “fix-up” strategies to help them repair meaning when it breaks down
Students need to know Why is it helpful to monitor comprehension:
It helps students maintain attention while reading.
It teaches students to use strategies to enhance understanding.
Students need to know What it is to monitor their comprehension:
Sometimes text does not make sense as you read it and students need to learn to recognize when
this happens and stop to fix it.
Students should stop regularly and check to make sure that they understand what they are reading.
Students need to know How to monitor comprehension:
While reading stop periodically top check for understanding.
If you do understand, keep reading.
If you do not understand, use a fix-up strategy to help you understand the text better.
Students need to know When is it helpful to monitor comprehension:
As you read all types of text.
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Helpful teaching tips for this lesson
Think about whether or not the text will be motivating and engaging for your students.
Include the steps for explicitly teaching a comprehension strategy in your instruction:
1. Explain what the strategy is and why it is useful (see lesson “Objectives”)
2. Model or think aloud as you engage in the strategy’s use. You will need to do this multiple times
(see lesson “Introduction”)
3. Coach students as they engage in the strategy’s use – guided practice. Release responsibility to
students as they become more able
4. Prompt students to use a strategy when it is appropriate to the task – provide independent practice
5. Encourage flexible, independent use of strategies by having students use, and then discuss
strategies they use as needed at different points in their reading
Introduction
To teach comprehension monitoring, the teacher, when reading aloud to the class or small group, will
demonstrate the strategy by interrupting her own reading to “think aloud”. The teacher will articulate to
the students her own awareness of difficulties in understanding words, phrases, clauses, or sentences in a
text. When the text poses a comprehension breakdown the teacher will employ a “fix-up” strategy to solve
the problem.
Before modeling, the teacher might say,
Today I am going to read . . . As I read, I think about what I am reading and if something does not make
sense or is confusing to me I will stop and try to fix the problem. While I am reading, if something is
confusing to me I will stop and talk out loud to show you how I monitor my comprehension. Watch what
I do as I read.
Teacher will then read aloud and model to students by “thinking aloud” how to stop and monitor her
comprehension.
Activities
Teacher reads an appropriate text.
Teacher explains the “fix-up” strategies (When I do not understand what I am reading, I will apply a
“fix-up” strategy to make sure I understand before I continue reading). Teacher will model the
following “Fix-Up” strategies:
Reread and think.
Read to the end of the page, think, and see if you are still confused.
Ask yourself a question about what is confusing you and reread to answer your question.
You can use forward clues as well as backwards clues.
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Use context clues or the dictionary to figure out the meaning of a word you don’t know.
Again, using forward clues and backward clues.
Use the strategy for decoding multi-syllabic words on a long word you think you have not
coded correctly.

Once you have modeled the strategy provide time for the students to practice. Have them use one of the
recording sheets (Comprehension Monitoring bookmark or the Fix-Up Strategy T-Chart) to monitor their
comprehension and identify which “fix-up” strategy to use. It is important to give students time to practice
while you provide support and scaffolding.
Assessment
Fix-Up Strategy T- Chart
Comprehension Monitoring Book Mark
Anecdotal records, observation of sharing during small group, etc.
Closure
Remind students why we need to monitor thier comprehension, how it will help them be better readers,
and how they can use this strategy to better understand the main ideas the author is trying to tell us.
Possible next steps or extensions to this lesson
Do your students need this strategy modeled again?
Do your students need more time to practice with more support by you?
Are your students able to identify when to implement a “fix-up” strategy?
Once this strategy is introduced to your students and you have provided guided practice for your
students, share with your PLC the strategies you may have used successfully with your students to
help them engage in comprehension monitoring.
Possible reflection questions for you PLC might be:
Have you modeled the strategy appropriately?
Have you been releasing responsibility to the students?
Have students been using the appropriate “fix-up” strategy when comprehension monitoring breaks
down?
Engage in video sharing by taping yourself teaching this lesson. Choose a clip to share at your PLC and ask
your colleagues for feedback on a specific piece of your lesson.
Research that supports this lesson
Almasi, J. F. (2003). Teaching Strategic Processes in Reading. New York: The Guildford Press
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Block, C.C., & Pressley, M. (2001). Comprehension instruction: Research–based best practices. New York:
Guilford.
Duke, N.K., & Benneett-Armistead, S. (2003). Reading and writing in the primary grades: Research-based
practices. New York: Scholastic.
Oczkus, L.D. (2003). The four reciprocal teaching strategies. In Reciprocal teaching at work: Strategies for
improving reading comprehension. Newark, DE: International Reading Association.
Pressley, M. (2002). Reading instruction that works: The case for balanced teaching, second edition. New
York: Guilford.
Stahl, K.A.D. (2004). Proof, practice, and promise: Comprehension strategy instruction in the in the primary
grades. The Reading Teacher, 57, 598-609.

This lesson was created by:
Minnesota Center for Reading Research
University of Minnesota
Bobbie Burnham, Reading Specialist
Barbara M. Taylor, Director IN YOUR HEAD" VS. "ON PAPER" STRATEGIES
There are two broad categories of strategies: "in your head" strategies and "on paper" strategies. "In your
head" strategies can be either cognitive or metacognitive, depending on whether or not the reader is
aware that he or she is using them. "On paper" strategies, on the other hand are always referred to as
metacognitive strategies (as opposed to cognitive strategies), because when we take out a pen or pencil in
order to engage in a strategy, we are always aware of our strategy use.
Examples of "In Your Head" Strategies
Visualizing

Taking notes

Making predictions

Using a highlighter

Generating questions

Drawing graphs

Identifying main ideas and details

Drawing pictures

Recognizing sequence

Underlining ideas in the text

Using background knowledge

Brainstorming ideas about the text

Comparing and contrasting

Making diagrams

Identifying cause and effect
Summarizing
Drawing conclusions
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Examples of "On Paper" Strategies

Relating to personal experiences
Skimming and scanning
Rereading
STRUGGLING READERS
Readers who are struggling to comprehend a text may be having any number of problems related to
strategy use and metacognition, including the following:
They're not reading with a purpose in mind.
They read every text the same way (i.e., using the same strategies), regardless of the purpose for
reading the text, the extent of their background knowledge on the topic of the text, the genre of text,
etc.
They have a limited repertoire of strategies to fall back on.
They are not using the strategies that they are aware of effectively.
They are not aware that they aren't comprehending what they're reading.
Certainly there are secondary school students who have trouble identifying and pronouncing words. But
we too often make the assumption that if they can identify and pronounce words then they can and are
comprehending what they read. In every class there are students who are failing to comprehend what they
are reading. It is the responsibility of all content area teachers to teach students direct strategies to
comprehend better. Good readers automatically use a variety of reading strategies. Poor readers do not.
And in order to get to the point where they can use strategies automatically, they first need to use them in
a more controlled, metacognitive way.
WHAT CAN TEACHERS DO?
When a text is particularly challenging (i.e., introduces a lot of new concepts and/or vocabulary words, is
written above grade level according to a readability formula, is not very reader friendly, etc.) or when you
are working with students who are having trouble monitoring their comprehension of a text, providing
your students with a tool to help them monitor their comprehension while they are reading will greatly
improve comprehension.
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STAGE

TEACHER'S GOALS
Activate students' prior knowledge.
Provide vocabulary instruction if necessary.

BEFORE READING
Establish one or more specific and explicit purposes for reading.
Motivate students to read.
DURING READING

AFTER READING

Provide students with an activity that will allow them to monitor their
comprehension in light of the purpose(s) for reading.
Provide students with the opportunity to assess their own comprehension of
the text in light of the purpose(s) for reading.
Extend and elaborate on ideas from the text.

Many instructional reading strategies have a comprehension monitoring element built in. For example,
study guide questions, embedded questions, KWL (if the L column is completed while reading), and doubleentry journals are all activities that students engage in while they are reading. Each of these strategies
requires the reader to stop at various points during their reading, think about what they've read, and
record ideas.
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Readers’ awareness of when meaning breaks down.
How aware a student is of what kind of reader they are is demonstrated in this diagram. Students who are
unaware that meaning has broken down are at the greatest risk of comprehension difficulties.

(Strategies that Work- Harvey and Goudvis)
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Ways to leave trails of thinking when reading independently.
Coding the text.
It is important to develop these with your class or have whole school agreements so that
the students all understand the code.
R- reminds me of
T-T text to text
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?

Question

!

Surprising

Other ways to show understanding and leave tracks of thinking.
•
•
•
•
•
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Sticky notes
Margin notes
Think sheets –scaffolds, graphic organisers
Response journals, literature logs, notebooks, wonder books
Artistic, dramatic, musical, numerical, scientific, historical, economic
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